Abstract-A low-cost cryptographic processor for security embedded system is presented in this paper. The processor, without any assistance of dedicated cryptographic coprocessors, is scalable and very efficient for popular cryptographic algorithms such as RSA/ECC, AES, Hash, etc. Based on SMIC 0.18um standard CMOS technology, the core circuit of the test chip has only about 32k gates, and a max frequency of 200MHz, under which the 1024-bit RSA algorithm takes only 150ms and the throughout of AES reaches 256Mbits/s.
.
Introduction
Cryptographic algorithms play an important role in nowadays security system. It is not difficult to implement them completely in software, but such solutions are too slow for real-time applications. Most proposed schemes focus on the SoC (System-on-Chip), which generally consists of embedded CPU and on-chip bus, DMA controller, memories, and some other assistant modules such as dedicated coprocessors for the acceleration of executing these algorithms. However, these accelerators often consume a large part of the expensive chip size and power consumption and are not flexible enough to support software-like flexibility.
In this paper, a scalable cryptographic processor named as CryptoAeg for security embedded system is proposed. Different from other general SoC-based solutions, CryptoAeg has its own powerful cryptographic instructions to accelerate cryptographic processing. These instructions will definitely eliminate the need of coprocessors and thus obviously lower the cost of system. Figure 1 shows the hardware architecture of CryptoAeg. Different from the typical 32-bit RISC CPU, the processor has not only a common 5-stage pipeline structure but also more than two execution units in particular. In most time, ALU acts as the main execution unit when the processor is running a normal program. However, the special execution units (FU) will take effect when the cryptographic instructions are ongoing. The main data path for modular multiplication is illustrated in figure 2. With the help of special addition unit MSB_CSA [3] , CryptoAeg executes a 64-bit modular multiplication within 64 cycles, which is achieved by directly forwarding the current computing result to next round as input data. Unlike general RISC CPU, some of the registers are also designed to automatically store parameters produced when cryptographic instructions are executed. So there is no need to calculate these parameters by software, and consequently the complexity of implementing cryptographic algorithms in software is sharply reduced.
. Hardware Architecture of CryptoAeg

. Instruction Extension and Implementation
for Security Embedded System Figure 3 shows the scheme for cryptographic instruction extension of CryptoAeg. The most critical and complicated process of each algorithm is analyzed, and then a special execution unit such as MSB_CSA, AES_FU or FUn is designated to accomplish the process. Those units could be invoked by a set of cryptographic instructions. Thus the programmer can easily implement and configure an algorithm. This method of extension will lower both of the hardware cost and complexity of software program. 
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software-like flexibility is completely achieved. This means the configuration of algorithm is totally determined by the programmer. Figure 4 shows a security embedded system based on CryptoAeg. It includes the following several important modules: the embedded RISC CPU (CryptoAeg), AMBA bus, USB2.0 engine, on-chip memories and some other low-speed devices. The AMBA bus is suitable for connecting all the modules and presents a flexible environment for module's interface and communication. Since the system controller CryptoAeg can also execute all the supported cryptographic algorithms, there is no cryptographic coprocessors integrated in the system, leading to the remarkable reduction of system cost and making CryptoAeg very suitable for the low-cost clientend applications of information security, especially for the field of portable devices. Figure 5 shows the die photo of CryptoAeg test chip to realize the architecture in Fig. 4 . Based on SMIC 0.18um standard CMOS technology, the total die size is about 4.9788*1.7794mm 2 . The test results indicate that CryptoAeg can work stably at 200MHz. Tab. 1 compares the RSA performance of CryptoAeg with other implementations from ARM, MIPS, and NEC [6, 7, 8] . CryptoAeg outperforms these implementations by a factor of 4 to 6. As described in Fig. 6 , the performance of AES is 256Mbits/s, which is faster than Hifn7854 [9] and is analogous to many other outstanding machines. The test chip has only about 32k core gates and a very low power consumption of about 70mW under 60MHz. Fig.7 is the comparison result of power consumption and core size among CryptoAeg, SecuCore and another SoCbased cryptographic processor SP [5, 6] .
. Implementation and Test Results
Since CryptoAeg has no special instruction for Hash, we implement SHA-1and MD5 algorithms completely in software. The result shows that it only takes 0.025ms to execute Hash, and ulteriorly prove that CryptoAeg is sufficient for the low-cost client-end applications of information security. 
. Conclusions
In this paper, a low-cost cryptographic processor named as CryptoAeg for security embedded system is presented. The test results show that CryptoAeg works well with all the supported algorithms. By its optimized architecture and powerful cryptographic instructions, CryptoAeg has achieved both software-like flexibility and hardware-like performance for the client-end applications of information security such as portable devices and wireless communications. 
